
Physical Education Progression Overview

Nursery
Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

● Use wheeled toys with increasing skill - pedalling and

balancing

● Climb up or down steps or slopes, whilst carrying an object

and maintaining balance

● Run with spatial awareness, negotiate space, adjusting

speed or direction

● Skip, hop and balance on one foot or in a squat

● Jump into the air with both feet leaving the floor + jump

forward

● Kick a stationary ball with either foot

● Grasp and release with two hands to throw and catch a

large ball, beanbag and other objects

● Create lines and circles pivoting from the shoulder and

elbow in large muscle movements to wave flags and

streamers

● Move in response to music or rhythms played on an

instrument

● Increasingly be able to remember and use a sequence of

movements

● Refine fundamental movement skills such as rolling, crawling, walking,

jumping, running, hopping, skipping and climbing

● Negotiate space successfully when playing racing and chasing games with

others, adjusting speed and direction

● Travel with confidence and skill, around, under, over and through balancing

and climbing equipment, developing core strength

● Confidently and safely use a range of large and small apparatus, including

wheeled toys, ropes, tyres, slides, logs and planks

● Show increasing control over an object when pushing, patting, throwing,

catching or kicking it

● Experiment with di�erent ways of moving and progress towards a more

fluent style of movement

● Develop the overall body strength, co-ordination, balance and agility

needed to engage with future physical education sessions
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Reception
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

Autumn 1
Locomotion – Jumping 1

● Can pupils jump and land safely?
● Can pupils hop and stay in a

space?
● Can pupils adjust their speed and

change direction to avoid other
pupils?

● Can pupils’ experiment with
moving in di�erent ways?

● Do pupils jump using their arms,
jump bending their knees and
keep their head up when they
jump?

Ball skills – Hands 1

● Can pupils push and bounce the
ball with control?

● Can pupils roll a ball towards a
target using their hands with
control?

● Can pupils dribble (pat or bounce)
with their dominant hand?

● Do pupils understand the
meaning of, 'control' and
'aiming'?'

● Can pupils move the ball around
the space keeping away from the
defenders?

Spring 1
Gymnastics – High, Low, Over, Under

● Can pupils’ experiment moving in
di�erent ways?

● Can we move whilst pointing our
fingers and toes?

● Can pupils listen to each other’s
ideas?

● Do pupils understand the di�erence
between high movements and high
shapes?

● Can pupils jump and land safely?
● Do pupils understand the di�erence

between low movements and low
shapes?

● Can pupils travel with confidence over,
under and through equipment?

● Are pupils creative on the apparatus,
moving over, under, through, along,
across etc?

● Can pupils collaborate with other
pupils by working around each other
and taking turns, 'sharing?'

● Can pupils apply their movement
ideas on the apparatus?

Summer 1
Attack v Defence - Games for Understanding

● Can pupils move into spaces avoiding
other pupils?

● Can pupils play fairly in their teams?
● Can pupils adjust their speed and

change direction to avoid other pupils?
● Can pupils experiment moving in

di�erent ways?
● Can pupils play by the rules and travel

with confidence?
● Are pupils able to change direction

(dodge) and keep away from the
taggers?

● Can pupils collaborate and take turns?
● Can pupils run and stay in a space?
● Do pupils understand why games have

rules?
● Can pupils count their own score?
● Can pupils encourage their team

members?
● Do pupils understand the consequence

in a game of moving close to the
defenders?
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Autumn 2
Locomotion – Walking 1

● Can pupils explore di�erent ways
of walking?

● Are pupils walking swinging their
arms?

● Do pupils walk with opposite arm
and leg action?

● Can pupils walk and vary the
speed at which they walk?

● Can pupils adjust their speed and
change direction to avoid the
defenders?

Ball Skills – Feet 1
● Can pupils move the ball using

di�erent parts of their feet?
● Can pupils keep the ball close to

them?
● Do pupils understand that using

the insides of their feet enables
the ball to stay closer and under
control?

● Can pupils kick (dribble) a ball
with increasing control?

Spring 2
Dance – Nursery Rhymes

● Can pupils move their bodies with big
actions?

● Can pupils’ experiment with moving in
di�erent ways?

● Can pupils watch others as they
perform?

● Can pupils perform their actions,
thinking about the music and the
rhyme?

● Are pupils' actions in the correct
order?

● Can pupils create movements that
represent the nursery rhymes?

● Can pupils perform their movements
on apparatus?

● Can pupils run, skip and jump to the
music?

● Are pupils able to make up a short
sequence in a pair?

Summer 2
Gymnastics – Moving

● Can pupils ensure their movements are
'Champion' movements?

● Can pupils move using big and small
movements?

● Can pupils move with quiet bodies?
● Can pupils make 'champion' shapes?

*Champion’ refers to when pupils are
being silent, pointing their fingers and
toes and are still when they make a
shape/balance

Ball Skills – Hands 2
● Can pupils throw a beanbag with their

dominant hand?
● Can pupils focus on the target?
● Do pupils adopt the correct technique

when throwing underarm? Stepping
forwards with one foot, releasing the
ball from low to high using their
opposite hand.

● Are pupils on the balls of their feet,
ready to receive the ball?

Prior learning ● Skip, hop and balance on one foot
or in a squat

● Grasp and release with two hands
to throw and catch a large ball,
beanbag and other objects
(Nursery)

● Travel with confidence and skill,
around, under, over and through
balancing and climbing equipment,
developing core strength (Nursery)

● Negotiate space successfully when
playing racing and chasing games with
others, adjusting speed and direction

● Show increasing control over an object
when pushing, patting, throwing,
catching or kicking it (Nursery)

● Run with spatial awareness,
negotiate space, adjusting speed
or direction

● Move in response to music or rhythms
played on an instrument

● Refine fundamental movement skills
such as rolling, crawling, walking,
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● Kick a stationary ball with either
foot (Nursery)

● Increasingly be able to remember and
use a sequence of movements
(Nursery)

jumping, running, hopping, skipping
and climbing (Nursery)

Future
Learning

● To understand the di�erent
reasons when, where, why and
how we jump in di�erent ways (Y1
- Spring)

● To develop bouncing (dribbling)
andl explore di�erent ways of
sending (passing) the ball to their
partner (Y1 - Spring)

● To explore movements and balances
in a wide way on the floor and on
apparatus. (Y1 - Autumn)

● To explore di�erent movements that
pupils can link together (Y2 - Autumn)

● To understand the basic principles of
attack and defense (Y1- Spring, Y2 -
Spring)

● To explore running using di�erent
body parts and di�erent
techniques and begin to
understand how to run e�ciently
(Y1 - Spring)

● To develop their understanding of
the meaning of the word, 'control,'
and why it is important to keep
the ball close to them (Y1 -Spring)

● To respond to the stimulus (big
animals) using a range of di�erent,
controlled movements showing
character expression (Y1- Autumn, Y2
- Autumn)

● To apply 'champion gymnastics'
exploring di�erent pathways (zig-zag),
creating movements that pupils can link
together.
(Y1 - Autumn, Y2 – Autumn)
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Year 1
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

Autumn 1
Gymnastics – Wide, Narrow, Curled

● What parts of their bodies can
pupils move and make shapes on?

● Do pupils understand the
di�erence between wide, narrow
and curled movements and
shapes?

● Are pupils creative on the
apparatus moving over, under,
through, along, across etc?

● Are pupils safe on the apparatus,
collaborating and sharing?

● Can pupils add movements
together and transition between
the 3 theme words?

Dance – The Zoo
● Do pupils have appropriate ideas

for moving as a big and small
animal?

● Do pupils show expression when
moving as a big and small
animal?

● Can pupils challenge themselves
to perform their motif in cannon
or unison?

● Can the pupils move in time with
the music, work with our partner,
creating new ideas?

Spring 1
Locomotion - Jumping

● Can pupils jump, hop or leap using
their arms and bending their knees?

● Do pupils keep their head up when
they jump, hop or leap?

● Can pupils skip with a step-hop action,
smoothly?

● Do pupils understand why we may
need to jump quickly in a game?

● Can pupils explain why we need a
healthy heart?

Ball Skills – Feet
● Can pupils adjust their speed and

change direction to avoid other
pupils?

● Can pupils explore kicking the ball in
di�erent ways?

● Can pupils move the ball using the
insides and outsides of their feet?

● Can pupils stop the ball using their
feet?

● Can pupils use their non-kicking foot
to aim? Place our non-kicking foot
beside the ball, pointing our foot in
the direction we are kicking.

Summer 1
Attack v Defence - Games for Understanding

● Can pupils adjust their speed and
change direction to attack and defend
against chasers/taggers?

● Do pupils understand the consequence
of breaking the rules of a game?

● Can pupils apply simple attacking and
defending strategies?

● Are pupils able to apply a change
direction (dodge) and catch/evade
another pupil?

Health and Wellbeing
● Do pupils understand what agility

means and explore ways of being more
'agile' when moving?

● Do pupils understand why we need to
be agile when playing sport?

● Do pupils understand what hand eye
coordination means and are they
starting to develop their throwing,
bouncing and rolling skills to refining
their hand eye coordination skills?

● Can pupils stay balanced (both moving
and still) using a variety of body parts?
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Autumn 2
Dance – Growing

● Can pupils move with expression
and make big, clear actions?

● Do pupils understand what the
movement sequence is about?

● Pupils listen to the rhythm of the
drum?

● Have pupils got appropriate ideas
for the movement and balance
sequence?

Gymnastics – Body Parts
● Are pupils able to combine two

themes together to create a
movement and a balanced
shape?

● Can pupils add together two ways
of moving?

● Can pupils add a balance to the
end of their mini sequence?

● Are pupils able to apply the
concept of flow?

Spring 2
Locomotion - Running

● Can pupils run pumping their arms
and run on the balls of their feet?

● Do pupils understand why we keep
our head up, pump our arms and use
the balls of our feet?

● Can pupils pass the baton without
dropping it?

● Can pupils play fairly in their teams?
Ball Skills – Hands

● Can pupils pass the ball with control
towards a target using their hands?

● Can pupils use their bodies to aim
(fingers, arms, feet etc)?

● Do pupils understand when they need
to roll the ball fast and when they
need to roll the ball slow?

● Are pupils ready to receive the ball
and on their toes?

Summer 2
Team Building

● Do pupils understand why it is
important to include everyone when
working as a team and how it feels to
be left out?

● Are the pupils starting to develop their
communication skills, enabling them to
create simple strategies to complete?

● Working within a team, can pupils
complete all of the challenges?

Rackets skills - Bats and Balls
● Can pupils push their ball around the

space using a variety of rackets and
ball?

● Can pupils use their rackets safely?
● Can pupils push the ball in di�erent

directions and remain within their
space?

● Can pupils push (hit) the ball with
varying power based on the distance of
the target?

● Can pupils push a ball towards a target
with their dominant hand using their
racket?

Prior learning ● Explore movements and balances
in a wide way on the floor and on
apparatus (Rec - Spring, Summer)

● Create their own movement ideas
relating to specific words (Rec -
Spring)

● Explore jumping, in di�erent
directions, at di�erent speeds and
di�erent levels (Rec - Autumn)

● Explore di�erent ways of using our
feet to move with a ball (Rec -
Autumn)

● Pupils will apply their understanding of
attacking (fish) and defending (sharks),
applying it into a competitive game
(Rec - Summer)
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● Explore larger scale travelling
movements, responding to words
or music (Rec - Spring)

● Explore movements and balances
in a wide way on the floor and on
apparatus (Rec - Spring, Summer)

● Explore jumping, in di�erent
directions, at di�erent speeds and
di�erent levels (Rec - Autumn)

● Explore catching and throwing a
beanbag and a small ball (Rec -
Summer)

● Pupils understand why it is important to
take turns when playing a game (Rec -
Summer)

● Explore di�erent ways of using our
hands to move with a ball, keeping
control (Rec - Autumn, Summer)

Future
Learning

● To explore di�erent movements
that pupils can link together

● To respond to the stimulus using a
range of di�erent, controlled
movements (Y2 - Autumn, Spring)

● To consolidate pupils jumping and to
apply an e�ective jumping technique
(Y2 - Summer)

● To develop dribbling using our feet in
order to keep control and possession
of the ball (Y2 - Spring)

● Pupils will learn the correct technique
used for sprinting.

● To apply pupils' understanding and
application of running for speed, into
running as part of a team (Y4 – Sum 1)

● To control and co-ordinate their
bodies to perform movements
that represent their characters
with expression

● To develop di�erent pathways
(curved), creating movements
that pupils can link together on
apparatus (Y2 - Autumn)

● To explore how we can use our bodies
to make us run as fast as possible (Y3
- Summer)

● To apply their understanding of
underarm and overarm throwing (Y2 -
Summer, Y3 - Summer)

● To create and understand simple
attacking principles, applying them as
a team into a game (Y2 - Summer, Y3 -
Spring, Y4 - Spring)

● To learn and understand what makes
an e�ective team (Y2 - Spring)
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Year 2
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

● Autumn 1
● Gymnastics – Linking
● Can pupils move out of a roll with

either a balance or move?
● Can we move on apparatus from

a roll into a second movement or
balance?

● Do pupils understand what flow
is?

● Can pupils jump, sink down into a
forward roll or a backwards roll?

● Can pupils use more than one
piece of apparatus to move on or
balance on at the same time
(interesting gymnastics)?

● Can we apply 3 movements and a
balance linked on apparatus?

Dance – Explorers
● Can pupils move with control,

respond to the rhythm, move in
relation to the music?

● Do pupils' movements show a
range of action, level and speed?

● Can pupils develop motifs with a
partner including some di�erent
elements of choreography?

● Spring 1
● Gymnastics – Pathways
● Can pupils travel between movements

and balances, adding flow?
● Can pupils move along a zig-zag

pathway using the same movement?
● Can pupils include a high movement

and a low movement in a mini
sequence?

● Can pupils apply their own movement
pattern to apparatus moving over,
under, through, along across, etc?

● Can pupils perform 3 movements and
2 balances, linked in a sequence, on
apparatus?

Dance – Mr Candy’s Sweet Factory
● Can pupils respond to the stimulus

using a range of di�erent, controlled
movements showing expression?

● Can pupils link movements together
and move in cannon or unison?

● Can pupils organise their motifs and
move with expression?

● Can pupils create a freeze position to
represent their character emotions?

● Summer 1
● Locomotion - Dodging
● Can pupils dodge with e�ective

technique? Dodging technique; Head
up with a low body position, bending
our knees, planting one foot on the
floor, leaning our body to one side and
then moving the other way quickly.

● Can pupils run as fast as possible to
keep away from the defenders?

● Do pupils demonstrate physically and
cognitively that they understand when,
where and why they dodge?

● Do pupils understand the consequence
in a game of moving the to close to the
taggers (defenders)?

Attack v Defence - Games for Understanding
● Do pupils understand the di�erence

between attack and defence?
● Can pupils create and apply simple

defensive and attacking strategies?
● Can pupils work against other teams

collaboratively?
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Autumn 2
Ball Skills - Feet

● Can pupils continuously dribble
keeping possession and control of
the ball?

● Can pupils change speed and
direction when dribbling?

● Can pupils focus and move away
from the defender?

● Can pupils receive the ball?
● Can pupils pass a ball towards a

target using their feet?
● Can pupils use their non-kicking

foot to aim?
● Can pupils change speed and

direction when passing and
moving?

Health & Wellbeing
● Pupils will understand what feet

eye coordination means and will
start to develop their kicking and
dribbling skills to develop their
feet eye coordination skills.

Spring 2
Ball Skills – Hands 1

● Can pupils dribble (bounce) the ball
with two hands, with control?

● Do pupils adopt the correct dribbling
technique? Knees bent, finger tips,
strong wrists, head up.

● Do pupils adopt the correct technique
when passing? Stepping into the pass,
pushing the ball away from their body.

● Can pupils continuously dribble
keeping possession and control of the
ball?

● Can the pupils combine dribbling,
passing and receiving in order to keep
possession and score a point?

● Can pupils explain where, when and
why do we pass?

Team Building
● Can pupils create and apply a simple

strategy?
● Can pupils co-operate as part of a

team?

Summer 2
Locomotion - Jumping

● Can pupils jump using the correct
technique and land safely?

● Can pupils identify the di�erence of
jumping for distance and jumping for
height?

● Can pupils select the best combination
of jumps for their pattern?

● Can pupils link the hop, the step and
the jump together?

Ball Skills – Hands 2
● Can pupils use their bodies to aim

(fingers, arms, feet etc)?
● Do pupils adopt the correct technique

when throwing underarm? Stepping
forwards with one foot, releasing the
ball from low to high using their
opposite hand.

● Do pupils adopt the correct technique
when throwing overarm? Step
forwards with one foot, releasing their
ball high above their head, with their
opposite hand, rotating their body as
they release the ball.

Prior learning ● Learning of wide, narrow, curled
body shgape sequences (Y1 -
Autumn)

● Pupils to respond to rhythm and
patterns through their movement
(Rec - Spring,  Y1 - Autumn)

● Exploring movements and balances
on the floor and on apparatus, using
combinations of the following theme
words; 'big' and 'small' with 'narrow,'
'wide' or 'curled.' (Y1 - Autumn)

● Pupils adjust their speed and change
direction to avoid other pupils (Y1 -
Spring)

● Pupils' knowledge of how, where and
why to attack in a game (Y1 - Summer)
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● To develop using our feet to move
with a ball (Y1 - Spring)

● Pupils understand the
importance of being agile and
balanced (Y1 - Summer)

○

● Pupils combine their sending and
receiving skills to keep possession of
the ball (Y1 - Spring)

● Pupils explore jumping, in di�erent
directions, at di�erent speeds and
di�erent levels

● Pupils adopt the correct technique
when passing (Y1 - Spring)

Future
Learning

● Pupils to start with variedl
balances on apparatus, moving
out of them, travelling to a new
piece of apparatus and
completing the start and middle
section of a sequence (Y3 -
Autumn, Y4 - Autumn)

● Explore movement through
improvisation, introducing unison
and matching (Y4 - Autumn)

● Pupils can apply the concept of
'excellent gymnastics' - ‘Excellent’
refers to when pupils are being silent,
extending their fingers and toes and
when they make a shape/balance are
able to hold it still for at least 4
seconds (Y3 - Autumn, Y4 - Autumn,
Y5 - Autumn)

● Pupils will sustain their characters to
add drama and emotion to the dance
(Y3 - Autumn, Y4 - Autumn)

● Pupils can apply di�erent jumping
techniques for distance and height (Y4
- Summer, Y5 - Summer)

● Pupils develop passing and creating
space building up into mini games,
where pupils explore the transition
between attack and defence (Y3 -
Spring, Y4 - Spring)

● Pupils moving with the ball,
passing and receiving in order to
keep possession of the ball (Y3 -
Spring, Y4 - Spring)

● Pupils will develop their understanding
of when, where and why they need to
create space when they are attacking
(Y3 - Spring, Y4 - Spring, Y6 - Autumn)

● Pupils' understand the application of
where we throw and why we need to
throw with accuracy and power (Y4 -
Spring & Summer, Y5 - Spring &
Summer)
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Year 3
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

Autumn 1
Gymnastics – Symmetry and
asymmetry

● Can pupils execute their
movements and balances at an
excellent standard?

● Can pupils move symmetrically?
● Can pupils move with a silent

body demonstrating control?
● Can pupils apply extension?
● Can pupils balance

symmetrically?
● Can pupils execute these

balances in pairs?
● Is there evidence of 'interesting'

balances?  (Di�erent levels and
di�erent connection points)

● Do pupils understand the
di�erence between Symmetry
and asymmetry?

● Do pupils understand why certain
movements and balances are
excellent?

● Can pupils identify strengths and
weaknesses in their own and
others' performances?

Spring 1
Tag Rugby – Invasion game

● Can pupils pass to their partner’s
target?

● Do pupils have their hands ready
creating a target?

● Do pupils adopt the correct passing
technique? Swing pass with their
hands following the pass.

● Can pupils pass and move with the
ball to score a try?

● Can the attackers without the ball
keep behind the attacker with the
ball?

● Can the attacker with the ball keep in
front of their team when running with
the ball?

● Do pupils understand their role when
they are attacking and how this varies
according to whether they are the ball
carrier or not?

● Do pupils show physically and
cognitively that they understand the
consequences of running o� the pitch
or dropping the ball?

● Do pupils understand when, where
and why they need to tag?

Summer 1
Tennis - Net/Wall

● Are pupils ready to return the ball win a
point?

● Do pupils always return (recover) to the
correct court position and are they
ready to return the ball after every
shot?

● Are pupils able to make contact with
the ball after one bounce?

● Can pupils return the ball back over the
net to their opponent’s side of the
court?

● Do pupils demonstrate physically and
cognitively that they understand how to
beat an opponent?

● Can pupils hit the ball over the net and
land the ball, 'in' on the other side of the
court consistently?

● Do pupils aim for space showing
accuracy and control?

● Can pupils apply accurate forehand
and backhand techniques?

● Can pupils hit the ball into space to win
the rally and score a point?
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Autumn 2
Dance – Wild Animals

● Do pupils move staying in
character as their wild animal?

● Can pupils move with expression?
● Do pupils respond to the music

with appropriate actions?
● Is there evidence of creativity

and do movements interconnect?
● Can pupils add three movements

together make them big and
clear?

● Can pupils consistently include
flow in their movements?

● Are pupils collaborating
e�ectively with their partners?

Mindfulness
▪ Can pupils apply di�erent

relaxation techniques?
▪ Can pupils execute each

movement and balance in the
sequence e�ectively, including a
change of direction and level?

Spring 2
Athletics – Throwing & jumping

● Can pupils throw an object for
distance applying the correct stance?

● Are pupils able to release the object at
the right time?

● Are pupils able to transfer their body
weight, throwing the object further?

● Can pupils jump, swinging their arms?
● Can pupils bend their legs when they

take o� and land?
● Are pupils able to land on two feet and

remain balanced?

OAA – Problem solving
● Can pupils identify the attributes of a

successful team?
● Can pupils co-operate as part of a

team?
● Working within a team, can pupils

complete the challenge?
● Do pupils understand why their role is

important if their team is going to be
successful?

Summer 2
Athletics - Running

● Can pupils make their bodies run as
fast as possible?

● Can pupils run and stay in their lane?
● Can pupils run with their head up and

focused forwards? Are pupils able to
run with a pumping action with their
arms and elbows bent?

● Do pupils understand how to run
faster?

● Do pupils understand why it is
important to pump their arms and
focus forwards?

● Can pupils run with driving leg actions?
● Do pupils run on the balls of their feet

so they are light and springy?
● Are pupils holding their hands ready,

palms upwards?
● Do pupils successfully changeover the

baton?
● Can pupils collaborate and run in a

team?
● Do pupils understand the term, "pace"?
● Do pupils know the consequences of

sprinting in an endurance race for too
long?

Prior learning ● The focus of the learning is to
apply the concept of 'excellent
gymnastics'.

● The pupils will build upon their
prior learning of locomotion and
explore movements and balances
in a symmetrical way (Y2)

● Pupils begin to apply and combine a
variety of skills (to a game situation).

● Pupils will develop their understanding
of when, where and why they need to
create space when they are attacking
(Y2)

● Pupils begin to perform a variety of
throws with control and coordination.

● To explore how we can use our bodies
to jump as far as possible in one jump
(Y2)
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● The focus of the learning is to
respond to di�erent stimuli being
able to sustain characters to add
drama and emotion to the dance.

● Pupils will build up on their
movement skills with rhythm (Y2)

● Create and understand simple
attacking principles, applying them
into a game.

● Pupils will develop their understanding
of what 'attacking/defending' means
and when and why we attack/defend
as a team during a game (Y2)

● The focus of the learning is to look at
what makes an e�ective team and
develop the skills of cooperation and
responsibility (Y2)

Future
Learning

● To apply the basic shapes and
travelling into creating bridges
and explore partner balances

● Combines equipment with
movement to create sequences
(Y4 – Aut 2)

● To e�ectively apply their passing and
moving skills to keep possession

● Shows confidence in using ball skills in
various ways, and can link these
together (Y4 – Spr 1)

● Pupils will learn the correct technique
used for sprinting.

● To apply pupils' understanding and
application of running for speed, into
running as part of a team (Y4 – Sum 1)

● To build on pupils' ability to
sustain their characters to add
drama and emotion to the dance.

● To explore movement through
improvisation, introducing unison
and matching (Y4 – Aut 1)

● Vary skills, actions and ideas and link
these in ways that suit the activity of
the game.

● To create, understand and apply
simple attacking/defending principles
in a variety of games (Y4 – Spr 1, Y5 –
Sum 1, Y6 – Aut 1, Y6 – Spr 1)

● To introduce the concept of a map or a
plan and to be able to use a key
correctly to help us navigate

● To collaborate, work together in their
teams and apply the rules of the game
(Y4 – Sum 2)
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Year 4
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

Autumn 1
Dance - Space

● Do pupils move, staying in
character as their astronaut?

● Can pupils move with expression?
● Do pupils respond to the music

with appropriate actions?
● Can pupils include flow in their

movements?
● Can pupils perform in unison and

be matching?
● Do pupils demonstrate a change

of levels?
● Is there evidence of creativity?
● Are pupils able to create a

sequence in a pair using 3 linked
movements?

● Can pupils consistently include
flow in their movements?

● Can pupils include a change of
level in their sequences?

● Can pupils make improvements to
another pairs work?

Spring 1
Netball - Invasion game

● Can pupils pass to their partner’s
target?

● Do pupils adopt the correct chest pass
technique, stepping forwards into the
pass?

● Are pupils' hands ready creating a
target?

● Can attackers without the ball move
into a space to receive it?

● In teams, are pupils able to pass
around the defender using just the
chest pass?

● Can pupils outwit their opponents and
keep possession of the ball?

● Do pupils demonstrate physically and
cognitively that they understand
where to pass a ball and why?

● Can pupils demonstrate that they
understand how to make it di�cult for
a defender to gain possession?

● Can pupils apply an understanding of
passing and moving to score points
against another team, using real posts
to shoot into?

Summer 1
OAA - Communication and tactics

● Working within a team, can pupils
complete the challenge?

● Can pupils identify the attributes of a
successful team?

● Can pupils include everyone and take
responsibility for each other?

● Can pupils collaborate, work together in
their teams and apply the rules of the
game?

● Do pupils show leadership attributes?
● Are pupils able to think tactically and

suggest good ideas for completing the
challenge?

● Are pupils able to make accurate
observations about teamwork?

● Do pupils take responsibility for others
and lead the group in an e�ective way?

● Do pupils continue to try their best and
control their emotions even when they
find an activity challenging?

● Can pupils create a range of attacking
and defending tactics, applying these
to their games?
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Autumn 2
Gymnastics – Bridges
● Can pupils make their movements

excellent?
● Can pupils move in a bridge?
● Can pupils balance, creating a

bridge?
● Can pupils execute these

balances in pairs?
● Can pupils make balances

excellent?
● Is there evidence of interesting

gymnastics? (By this we mean
di�erent levels and di�erent
connection points.)

● Do pupils understand what
constitutes a bridge?

● Do pupils understand why certain
movements and balances are
excellent?

● Can pupils identify strengths and
weakness in their own and others
performances?

● Can pupils perform excellent
individual and pair bridge
balances?

● Can pupils execute movements
over or under their partners'
bridge balance?

Spring 2
Cricket - Striking and fielding
● Can pupils hit the ball on both sides of

their bodies into space away from
fielders?

● Can pupils direct the ball away from
fielders into space, varying the speed
and angles at which they strike the
ball?

● Can pupils apply pressure to the
fielders when batting?

● Can pupils vary the speed when
bowling underarm?

● Can the bowler, bowl the ball on the
opposite side to which the batter is
striking the ball?

● Can pupils stop the ball and return the
ball to the bowler or wicketkeeper?

● Can pupils catch?
● Do the fielders choose good places to

stand; do pupils understand why they
have chosen to stand there?

● Can pupils work positively with their
team members to find success?

Summer 2
Athletics – Track & Field Competitions

● Are pupils able to run with a pumping
action with their arms, elbows bent and
driving leg actions?

● Do pupils understand why it is
important to pump their arms, use the
balls of their feet and focus forwards
when sprinting?

● Can pupils collaborate and organise
their teams, to enable their team to run
as fast as possible in the relays?

● Can pupils use the correct technique to
throw the discus and javelin and to
push (put) the shot?

● Can pupils extend as they release?
● Can pupils rotate their bodies to create

greater power to push (put) the shot
and throw the discus and javelin
further?

● Are pupils able to transfer their body
weight to push (put) the shot put and
throw the discus and javelin further?

Can pupils push the shot put and not throw the
shot put?

Prior learning ● To explore movement through
improvisation, introducing unison
and matching.

● Pupils can apply their passing and
moving skills to keep possession,
developing this concept into a mini
game situation

● Explore the di�erences between
throwing for accuracy and throwing for
distance.
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● Pupils will sustain their characters
to add drama and emotion to the
dance (Y3 – Aut 2)

● Beginning to communicate with others
during game situations.

● Uses skills with co- ordination and
control (Y3 – Spr 1)

● Explore how we can use our bodies to
jump as far as possible, using a
combination of jumps (Y3 – Sum 1)

● Pupils understand the di�erence
between Symmetry and
asymmetry

● Pupils move with a silent body
demonstrating control (Y3 – Aut 1)

● To develop hand-eye coordination
● Pupils understand why games have

rules
● Pupils can make imaginative

pathways using the equipment (Y3 –
Spr 2)

● Pupils can co-operate as part of a team
● Pupils understand why their role is

important if their team is going to be
successful (Y3 – Sum 2)

Future
Learning

● The learning will be to use
expressive vocabulary to enhance
movement quality and dynamics
during dance

● Pupils will learn to interpret and
respond to music creating dances
using compositional principles (Y5
– Spr 1)

● Shows confidence in using ball skills in
various ways, and can link these
together

● Uses skills with coordination, control
and fluency

● Uses running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and combination
(Y5 – Sum 2)

● To build a variety of running techniques
and use with confidence.

● To record peers' performances and
evaluate these.

● Demonstrates accuracy and confidence
in throwing and catching activities (Y5 –
Sum 1)

● The learning is to apply prior
learning of "excellent gymnastics"
to everything pupils do

● Explore the new concept of
counter balance and counter
tension (Y5 – Spr 2)

● To develop our understanding of how
we can win a game of badminton,
using the prior understanding of
net/wall games

● To develop racquet control and hand
eye coordination (Y5 – Aut 2)

● To use the communication skills and
tactics in various games and scenarios.

● Pupils create a range of attacking and
defending tactics, applying these to
their games (Y5 – Aut 1, Y6 – Aut 1,Spr
1,Sum 2)
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Year 5
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

Autumn 1
Rounders - Striking and fielding

● Can pupils throw accurately
underarm when bowling and
fielding?

● Can pupils back up their team
when fielding?

● Do pupils understand the concept
of fielding and batting?

● Can the fielders return the ball
quickly with increased accuracy?

● Can pupils throw overarm with
accuracy, over a long distance?

● Can pupils consistently get the
batters out if they hit or miss?

● Can pupils adapt their own tactics
in order to improve their
performance?

● Can pupils play in a variety of
positions?

● Can batters make good decisions
about when to stop on the bases
and when to run?

● Can pupils take the lead ensuring
everyone is happy, motivated and
understands?

Spring 1
Dodgeball – Invasion game

● Can pupils consistently throw
accurately to hit a target?

● Can pupils consistently throw with
power?

● Can pupils vary the way they throw
depending on where their opponent is
standing?

● Do pupils understand why it is better
to aim low to hit their opponents?

● Do pupils demonstrate physically and
cognitively that they understand why
we need to have our hands ready to
catch?

● Can pupils collaborate and apply the
rules of the game?

● Can pupils vary the way they
throw/dodge/block or catch
depending on which zone they are
standing in on the court?

● Can pupils identify strengths and
weaknesses in their team and help
their team to improve?

● Can pupils apply their attacking and
defensive tactics together in their
teams?

● Do pupils continue to try and improve
their own performance?

Summer 1
Athletics – Running, Throwing & Jumping

● Do pupils understand why it is
important to pump their arms and
focus forwards when running?

● Can pupils run with driving leg actions?
● Do pupils run on the balls of their feet

so they are light and springy?
● Can pupils throw an object for distance

applying the correct stance?
● Are pupils able to transfer their body

weight, throwing the object further?
● Can pupils use the correct technique to

throw the discus, javelin and shot put?
● Can pupils jump, swinging their arms?
● Can pupils bend their legs when they

take o� and land?
● Are pupils able to land on two feet and

remain balanced?
● Are pupils able to apply the correct arm

and leg technique to make themselves
jump further?

● Can pupils perform hop, skip, and jump
in sequence, linking them smoothly
together?

● Do pupils select the correct foot to start
with?
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Autumn 2
Badminton - Net/Wall

● Are pupils' hands ready creating a
target?

● Can pupils always return to the
correct court position and be
ready after every shot?

● Do pupils demonstrate physically
and cognitively that they
understand how to beat an
opponent?

● Do pupils understand how to win
a game of badminton?

● Do pupils understand where to
throw / hit the shuttlecock?

● Can pupils serve the shuttlecock
to the correct part of the court?

● Do pupils return (recover) to the
correct court position once they
have served?

● Do pupils adopt the correct
technique when serving?

● Are pupils able to consider where
to serve to make it harder for
their opponent?

Spring 2
Gymnastics - Counter balance/ Counter
tension

● Can pupils make their movements
excellent?

● Can pupils move with a silent body
demonstrating control?

● Can pupils apply extension and make
balances excellent?

● Is there evidence of fluidity in pupils'
performances?

● Is there evidence of interesting
gymnastics? (By this we mean
di�erent levels and connection
points.)

● Can pupils create a pair counter
balance?

● Can pupils create a pair counter
tension balance?

● Do pupils understand what counter
balance and counter tension is?

● Is flow applied to pupils' movements
into the counter tension balances?

● Do pupils explore a variety of
movements to ascertain the best
moves to allow for flow and
interesting challenging gymnastics for
the sequence?

Summer 2
Heart Related Exercise

● Are pupils able to warm themselves up?
● Are pupils able to cool down themselves

down?
● Do pupils understand the impact of

exercise on their bodies?
● Can pupils complete the circuit

selecting a suitable level of di�culty?
● Do pupils understand the impact of

exercise on the cardiovascular system?
● Do pupils understand the impact of

exercise on their bodies?
● Do pupils understand the impact of

exercise on the aerobic system?
● OAA - Communication and tactics
● Can pupils create a range of attacking

and defending tactics, applying these
to their games?

● Can pupils explain the tactics they have
created demonstrating a clear
understanding of the role each member
of the team will perform?

● Are pupils able to continually strive for
a quicker and more e�ective way of
complete the challenge?

Prior learning ● Uses skills with co- ordination and
control (Y3 – Spr 1)

● Pupils can make imaginative
pathways using the equipment

● Pupils are able to use their prior
learning of passing and moving, to
move the ball up the court, creating
an attack that results in a shooting
opportunity.

● Describes good athletic performance using
correct vocabulary and can use equipment
safely and with good control

● Beginning to build a variety of running
techniques & use with confidence
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● Pupils can throw for accuracy and
catch confidently (Y3 – Spr 2)

● Explore the di�erences between
throwing for accuracy and throwing
for distance (Y4 - Spr, Y3 - Sum)

● Demonstrates accuracy and confidence in
throwing & catching activities (Y3 – Sum 1,
Y4 – Sum 1)

● Racket control and hand eye
coordination

● To develop upon spatial
awareness and
attacking/defending principles

● Can pupils hit the ball into space
to win the rally and score a point?
(Y4 – Spr 2)

● Creates sequences using various body
shapes and equipment

● Links skills with control, technique,
coordination and fluency

● Develops strength, technique and
flexibility throughout performances
(Y4 – Aut 2)

● Pupils can pass to their partner’s target
● Pupils understand their role when they

are attacking/defending
● Pupils demonstrate physically and

cognitively that they understand when,
where and why they dodge (Y3 – Spr 1,
Y3 – Spr 2)

Future
Learning

● Pupils will use their prior
knowledge of fielding tactics and
consider when, where and why
they will apply these

● Clear and accurate understanding
of their roles and their team's
roles when batting and fielding
(Y6 – Sum 2)

● Pupils apply their prior learning of
passing and moving, to move the ball
up the court, creating an attack that
results in a successful shot.

● Consolidate the pupils understanding
of defensive tactics applying them to
into game situations (Y6 - Aut 1, Spr
2)

● Pupils can record peers' performances
and evaluate these.

● Pupils will consolidate and refine
various running, throwing and jumping
techniques

● Pupils will try to improve their personal
best in Level 1 competitions (Y6 – Sum
1)

● Shows confidence in using ball
skills in various ways and can link
these together e�ectively.

● Consistently uses skills with
coordination, control and fluency
(Y6 – Aut 1, Spr 1)

● Pupils will explore how the apparatus
can change and improve their
movements.

● Pupils recognise the strengths and
weaknesses of their own routine

● Pupils can improve their sequences
created after receiving feedback?

● Pupils develop & refine motor skills &
movement patterns as they relate to
other invasion games

● Pupils will apply knowledge of skills for
attacking and defending (Y6 – Aut 1,
Spr 1)
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Year 6
Autumn Spring Summer

Skills and
Knowledge
Outcomes

Autumn 1
Hockey - Invasion game

● In teams are pupils able to pass
(long and short) accurately
keeping possession?

● Can pupils receive the ball at
pace in space?

● Are pupils able to pass and
dribble accurately and
consistently?

● Is there fluidity in pupils’
movements and accuracy in their
application?

● Can pupils produce an attack and
create a successful shooting
opportunity?

● Do pupils demonstrate with
increasing e�ectiveness
physically and cognitively that
they understand when, where and
why they pass or dribble?

● Can pupils keep possession for
sustained periods of time?

● Can pupils stop the pass by
applying e�ective marking?

Spring 1
Handball - Invasion game

● Can pupils apply a refined
understanding of passing and moving
to score points against another team?

● Can pupils keep possession for
sustained periods of time?

● Are pupils able to pass, move and
shoot accurately and consistently?

● Do pupils switch fluidly between
attacking and defending as
possession changes?

● Can pupils produce an attack and
create a successful shooting
opportunity?

● Can pupils outwit their opponents and
keep possession of the ball applying
e�ective decision making in the
di�erent scenarios?

● Can pupils execute their attacking and
defending tactics e�ectively?

● Can pupils create a range of
attacking tactics, applying these to
their game scenarios?

●

Summer 1
Athletics - Competitions

● Are pupils able to run with a pumping
action with their arms, elbows bent and
driving leg actions?

● Do pupils understand why it is
important to pump their arms, use the
balls of their feet and focus forwards
when sprinting?

● Can pupils use the correct technique to
throw the discus and javelin and to
push (put) the shot?

● Can pupils extend as they release?
● Can pupils rotate their bodies to create

greater power to push (put) the shot
and throw the discus and javelin
further?

● Are pupils able to transfer their body
weight to push (put) the shot put and
throw the discus and javelin further?

● Can pupils push the shot put and not
throw the shot put?
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Autumn 2
Gymnastics - Matching & Mirroring

● Can pupils create a pair matching
sequence on apparatus?

● Can pupils include flow between
the movements?

● Is there evidence of fluidity in
pupils' performances?

● Do pupils explore a variety of
movements, to ascertain the best
moves to allow for flow and
interesting, challenging
gymnastics for the sequence?

● Can pupils create a pair mirroring
sequence?

● Can pupils include a change of
speed, unison and canon?

● Do pupils understand what
matching is?

● Can pupils accurately identify
strengths and weaknesses in their
own and others’ performances
and suggest ways to improve?

Spring 2
Cricket - Striking and fielding

● Can pupils hit the ball on both sides of
their bodies into space away from
fielders?

● Can pupils direct the ball away from
fielders into space, varying the speed
and angles at which they strike the
ball?

● Can pupils apply pressure to the
fielders when batting?

● Can pupils vary the speed when
bowling underarm?

● Can the bowler, bowl the ball on the
opposite side to which the batter is
striking the ball?

● Can pupils stop the ball and return the
ball to the bowler or wicketkeeper?

● Can pupils catch?
● Do the fielders choose good places to

stand; do pupils understand why they
have chosen to stand there?

● Can pupils work positively with their
team members to find success?

Summer 2
OAA – Orienteering & Leadership

● Working within a team, can pupils
locate and find points?

● Are pupils able to orientate the map
correctly?

● Can pupils identify features on the map
to help them to navigate?

● Do pupils take responsibility for others
and lead each other in an e�ective
way?

● Can pupils create ideas help them with
the activity, adapting them if
necessary?

● Can pupils create a range of tactics,
decide on the most e�ective and then
through e�ective team work and
leadership, apply these to their games?

● Can leaders explain the tactics they
have created demonstrating a clear
understanding of the role each member
of the team will perform?

Prior learning ● Keeps possession of balls by
passing and dribbling during
games situations

● Takes part in competitive games
with a strong understanding of
tactics and composition

● Apply knowledge of skills for
attacking and defending (Y3 – Spr
1, Y5 – Spr1)

● Keeps possession of balls by passing
and dribbling during games situations

● Takes part in competitive games with
a strong understanding of tactics and
composition

● Uses running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in
combination

● Collaboration and communication,
enabling them to create simple
attacking and defending tactics

● Pupils orientate a map, locate points on
the map, then travel to them and record
what they find (Y3 - Sum, Y5 - Sum)
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● Apply knowledge of skills for
attacking and defending (Y3 – Spr 1,
Y5 – Spr1)

● Understands composition by
performing more complex
sequences

● Links skills with control,
technique, coordination

● Select and combine their skills,
techniques and ideas (Y3 – Aut 1,
Y4 – Aut 2, Y5 – Aut 2)

● Pupils understand where, when and
why they can apply di�erent physical
and cognitive skills when they are
batting or fielding

● Develop ways of retrieving and
returning the ball to prevent the
batters from scoring runs

● Develop an understanding of how,
where and why we need to strike the
ball to score runs
(Y4 - Spr 1, Y5 - Aut 1)

● Describes good athletic performance
using correct vocabulary.

● Can use equipment safely and with
good control.

● Pupils can confidently demonstrate
various running, throwing and jumping
techniques (Y3 – Sum 1, Y4 – Sum 1, Y5
– Sum 1)

Future
Learning

● Pupils will continue to develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
● Pupils will continue to be physically active for sustained periods of time
● Pupils will continue to engage in competitive sports and activities
● Pupils will continue to lead healthy, active lives


